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What Happens if There is No...
What happens if there is …
NO instructional design
NO elearning
NO classroom training
NO PowerPoint
NO training materials
NO subject matter experts
NO mobile learning
NO LMSs and authoring tools
NO trainers and teachers
NO training departments
We will probably be learning by trial and error or learn by handed down
stories and experiences.
All the tools and mediums mentioned above are ways we can learn better. But
underneath all of the learning are about stories and experiences shared and
handed down from one person to another.
•How do we rekindle our innate knowledge and skills for story and
experience sharing?
•How do we make stories and experience work in spite of the absence
or with the abundance of the mediums in learning?
•How do we strengthen our craft so we can repeat the skill of using
stories and experiences to build best learning opportunities for our
learners?
These questions and the answers are the gut of this book.
And we will do our best to present answers, guides and tips for your immediate
use.
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Whether you are creating eLearning courses for compliance, technical, soft skills, procedures or
on-boarding, Vignettes is able to assist you to convert your programs into effective, meaningful and
engaging learning experiences.
Our methods and approach
This is how we approach the development process.
Analyze Content
Your content have points of emphasis which you desire your learners to learn. Although Subject Matter
Experts (SME) say “all” content must be learned, we believe, your program must focus on the “mustlearns.” The primary step is to decipher your content and discover the critical aspects identified as
“application points” – the areas you want to ensure that learners learn, assimilate and apply after going
through the eLearning program.
Discover Story Elements
With the “application points” established, we map them with story elements that are associated with
real-life events. We will help you discover stories and experiences that connect quickly and help the
learner find the immediate meaning of content application directly relevant to job performance. We will
use “conversation mapping techniques”, “event-trigger analysis”, and “learning peaks discovery”. We will
then build an organic story-based or scenario map.
Convert Content
We will assist you in creating pages, images, multimedia and interactions for your program that translate
to living experiences for your learners, using the story-based or scenario map. Leveraging the
“embedding method” will enable “application points” to be ingrained in the story and scenario maps.
This process helps produce a seamless and wholly integrated learning experience. Learners will hardly
notice that they are engaged, learning and having fun.
Production
Vignettes will produce and convert your program into an eLearning format using your preferred authoring
software and leveraging it along with multimedia tools to deliver an enthralling eLearning course.

Contact Us – Request for free examples, demos and eBook on “Story Impacts” For more information,
please send a message. Please type in your message the words “request services”:
http://vignetteslearning.com/vignettes/contactus.php

Thought leaders in Story-based and Scenario design – our experts and designers have conducted
research and pushed the boundaries to make eLearning a truly effective learning medium.
Creativity is our passion – developing eLearning with stories and scenarios means we use
multi-disciplinary methods and talents. We have script writers, story tellers, multimedia
experts from both the learning and entertainment worlds.
Faster, better and affordable – contrary to common belief, we produce faster and better
story-based and scenarios because of our specialized approach. Our library of reusable systems, tools
and templates shortens the process and cut costs.

Contact Us – Request for free examples, demos and eBook on “Story Impacts” For more information,
please send a message. Please type in your message the words “request services”:
http://vignetteslearning.com/vignettes/contactus.php

Contact Us – Request for free examples, demos and eBook on “Story Impacts” For more information,
please send a message. Please type in your message the words “request services”:
http://vignetteslearning.com/vignettes/contactus.php

1 Learning Knotty Knot
Have you seen Aldo Colombini’s Knotty Knot?

Aldo’s Knotty Knot
This is a magic knot with a red ring. The magic unfolds when the RED ring
changes to a white color when it slides to the other end . Then, it changes back
to red when moved back to the opposite end. It is fun since kids and adults alike
wonder how the ring changes its color. Of course it is an illusion. This happens
because in the audience’s mind, they become enthralled with the color of the
ring that changes as it moves from end to end of the rope. In reality, there is no
ring. It is part of the rope knotted to appear like one. A certain side of the string
has a red portion so the knot becomes a red ring when the knot
moves to the other end.
The way most of us understand learning design is like Aldo’s Knotty Knot. We
have this illusion that learning - represented by the red ring, is a moving item
within the string, which we construe as the design. It is not. They are one and
the same string. Learning and design are one.
To use stories and experience sharing in learning and e-Learning design requires:
• The Sharing side
• The Application side
The Sharing side is oftentimes referred to as the
narrative or the telling of stories. The Application side is less obvious, but is
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equally important. It refers to what learners do with the stories.
In learning design we are concerned with the effectiveness of both aspects of
story and experience sharing.
The Illusion: The RED ring appears to be separate from the rope

The reality is the red color (the ring) is part of the rope and a knot is moved
from end to end
The Story and Experience Sharing Framework has Two Parts:
Content and Application
The Content is how learning ideas are shared - that
is the design, creation, and delivery. Application is
finding the context, meaning and usefulness of the
content.
To use stories and experience sharing in learning
and elearning design requires:
• The Sharing side
• The Application side
The Sharing side is oftentimes referred to as the
narrative or the telling of stories. The Application
side is less obvious, but is equally important. It
refers to what learners do with the stories.

The way most of us
understand learning
design is like Aldo’s
Knotty Knot . . (the)
illusion (of). . . the
red ring. It is not.
They are one and
the same string.
Learning and design
are one.

In learning design we are concerned with the effectiveness of both aspects of
story and experiencesharing.
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1 Learning Knotty Knot

Figure 001. Story and Experience Sharing Framework

Sharing Stories and Experiences are Both Learning and Designing
This is how Aldo’s Knotty Knot helps us. In a traditional sense, the Content
creation seems to fall under the purview of designers, SMEs, trainers and
developers. It is easily understood as a presentation or persuasion craft and
technique. On the other hand, Contemplation appears to be tasks for learners
and participants. Using common experience, learners are expected to find ways
to apply the learning content. However, our experience tells us that the roles of
learners and designers and the tasks of Content creation and Contemplation are
not mutually exclusive. The learner can learn best when he/she creates content
and the designer designs best by participating in contemplating the meaning
and applications of the content. In essence, sharing stories and experiences are
both learning and designing.

1 Learning Knotty Knot
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What we will show in this book opens a new way of looking at design and
implementing story and experience sharing. A few of the highlights are:
• Both learner and designer need to develop the craft of Content
creation and application
• Learning is best achieved when learners and designers alike, share
stories and experiences and contemplate their applications.
Just like Aldo’s Knotty Knot, we discover that there is a trick. We can avoid the
illusion. By now, we know that design and learning are one.
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2 Context is now King, not Content
Imagine this:
• 288,355 books published in 2009 in the US alone, as compared to
51,000 books 25 years ago.
• 3-8 years is the average length of time a person stays on the job.
• 320 million Google searches are done each day.
• 34,560 hours (1,440 days:4years) of videos published in YouTube per
day.
• 2.5 billion text messages sent out each day in the US alone.
• 5 million Tweets sent in a day, globally.
• 22% at a compounded rate through 2013 is the expected growth of
eLearning.

Information Overload Stats (source: www.xerox.com)
No one is immune to content and information
overload.
Admittedly, the technologies make us more efficient,
increase our speed of interaction, and help us to be
more productive. Technologies also aid learners to
learn openly and freely with the abundance of content.
For example, MIT alone has published over 10,000 free
online courses (Opensource.com) and boasts of over 1
million content users. Definitely, content is abundant.

No one is
immune to
content and
information
overload.
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On the other hand, there are critics who say “we need to provide for more
reflections” and not to be swept away with overdependence on technology
(Sherry Turkle, 2010). David Brooks challenges us by saying that maybe Google
is making idiots out of us.
Ruth Clark (2010), a leading thought leader in instructional design, has
forewarned us about cognitive overload. The fact is, it has gone beyond that
problem. We now have reached the level of overhelming content.

The challenge is
not the lack of
content but . . .
how to find the
context. . .
I call this
Contextual
Learning.

With the massive information and content growth
and the speed of information change, the challenge
is not the lack of content but rather how to make
sense, how to discover, and how to apply the ideas
from the content. In essence, how to find the
context becomes more important. I call this
Contextual Learning – a learning that connects
content with what the learners already know and
benefit from its immediate usefulness. It is not the
amount of information that we provide learners
that is important. It is what is meaningful and
immediately useful to impact their performance.
We will discuss more on this, in one of the
succeeding chapters.
This book, Story Impacts, is about contextual
learning.
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3 “Jiggling Atoms”- Facts and Stories
Oftentimes, I hear workshop participants and clients say a myth,
“Scientific fact, software and technical content do not
have stories in them.”
Richard Feynman, the renowned Nobel Laureate who had worked in Caltech for
many years, had proven otherwise. Feynman had a knack for making complex
scientific discoveries and explanations very easy to understand by using day to
day experiences. For example, he explained the nature and characteristics of
atoms and molecules by using the boiling water illustration. The hot plate and
boiling water atoms and molecules jiggle and transfer their heat to other atoms
and molecules. They are constantly bouncing, dancing and colliding. This is what
happens in boiling water. The behavior of atoms is a fact, while the boiling water
is a real-life phenomenon.

Jiggling atoms and boiling water
Boiling Water
One might think of the boiling water as an
illustration. But in actuality, it is a real-life event and
told as a story.
Look at this example below.
Which statement grabs you instantly?
1. Life is full of trials and tribulations.
or
2. I started work at 3:00 am and finished at
11:00 pm, totally exhausted.
3 “Jiggling Atoms”- Facts and Stories

One think(s) of
the boiling water
as an illustration.
But in actuality, it
is a real-life event
...
a story.
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The first statement is a fact and a technical content, whereas, the second
statement is a story.
Many experts agree that stories work to instantly grab learners’ attention and
help them relate the content to real-life situations,
hence, helping them to retain and apply the content.
Stories carry with them the real-life and emotional
(E)motions have
aspects of learning. When we use stories, we do
important
not need to exert a huge effort to grab the learners’
connections
attention. Learners are naturally drawn to stories,
to memory . .
the characters and their experiences, and will
. Stories and
automatically lend their attention.
Emotions as Integral to Learning
According to Rosenfield (1988), emotions have
important connections to memory. Caine and Caine
(1991) said stories add and help in storing
information, thus triggering its recall.

experiences are
the carriers of
emotional
content.

“Stories provide the emotional depth and range that learners have affected
their actual capacity to grasp ideas and procedures. Similarly, content
that is emotionally sterile is made more difficult to understand. ... To
teach someone any subject adequately, the subject must be embedded
in all the elements that give its meaning. People must have a way to
relate to the subject in terms of what is personally important, and this
means acknowledging both the emotional impact and their deeply held
needs and drives. Our emotions are integral to learning. When we ignore
the emotional components of any subject we teach, we actually deprive
learners of meaningfulness.”
Stories and Storytelling Carry Learning Ideas
Stories and experiences are the carriers of emotional content. Stories, which I
call “Organics,” have different forms: narrative stories, anecdote, example,
metaphor, demo, illustration, meme, and other forms that bring the emotional
and real-life aspects of content.
Two Types of Content – Stories and Facts
There are two types of content: (1) Technical which are factual, objective,
mechanical content and (2) Emotional which are real-life situations, personal
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context and understanding of the content.
The technical and emotional content work hand in hand. However, we discover
that in designing presentations, eLearning, mobile learning and
social learning, an even greater need to magnify
the emotional side is required. There is practical
(In) eLearning . . .
reason to this. In classroom or facilitated sessions,
there is an even
the good instructor or facilitator can successfully
relate the technical and emotional content
greater need
by sharing their own stories and experiences.
to magnify the
Unfortunately, in a significant quantity of
emotional side . . .
technology-delivered learning, the facilitators and
make (the) content
stories are absent and we oftentimes find that the
more emotionally
lessons consist more of technical or mechanical
fertile.
content. Something is missing in the conversion.
The emotional content is “lost in the translation”.
Craft in Story Development
The underutilization of stories as a learning design tool is caused by the inherent
nature of how most developers receive the source of the content today and the
leadership culture that frowns on the “softer and “touchy- feely” preconceptions
of stories.
Most professionals involved in learning design –
designers, developers, subject matter experts and
leaders - lack the experience that go along with the
content. The lesser the experience of professionals
with the content, the more removed they are from
real-life context and meaning of the content. It is
not surprising that we have a deluge of PowerPoint
presentations in eLearning and other learning
approaches. On the other hand, the more that
professionals have experience with the content, the
better adept they are in creating stories to help
learners learn.

There is a craft in
plucking stories. .
. Stories to explain
the fact and
information . . . to
help learners.

Nonetheless, there is a craft in plucking stories representing the meaning of logic
and fact to help learners. By carefully selecting stories to explain the data and
technical information, the more we discover and are able to practice our craft
better.

3 “Jiggling Atoms”- Facts and Stories
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Plucking Stories from Technical Content
Explore how you can pluck a story by comparing the two types of content. On
the one, side the story types and on the other side, the technical and factual
types of content. Think of a very small content technical and factual type of
content. Then look at the story types column and select what type might be
appropriate for the content.
Test your craft
Story types
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

1. Use-cases
2. Scenarios
3. Anecdotes
4. Narratives
5. Experiences
6. Metaphors
7. Memes
8. Similes
9. Demonstrations
10. Trials
11. Testings
12. Music
.. many others

Technical, factual types
1. Applications
2. Statistics
3. Scientific findings
4. Formulas
5. Codes
6. Technical features
7. Procedures
8. Legal citations
9. Rules and regulations
10. Databases
11. Numbers
12. Forms
13. Financial reports
.. many others

The “jiggling atom” example tells us that we can make our learning more fun,
engaging and easy for the learner by using stories.
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4 “Battle of Stories” - Instructional Design Approach

How to Use It to Improve Your eLearning Program
How do you find high-impact stories for your eLearning program? What right,
appropriate and engaging stories become the basis for your design and
development of a lesson?
Designing and delivering eLearning is like winning the “Battle of Stories”. The
more powerful and well-designed the story is, the better
assured we are that the lesson within that story will win
Designing and
the minds and hearts of the learners. Many of the ideas
delivering
I discuss here were triggered after I read “Re:Imagining
Change” by Patrick Reinsborough and Doyle Canning
eLearning is like
(2010). It showed me a lot of parallelism with the work
winning the

“Battle of Stories”.
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we do in learning, especially with story impacts.
Here are examples of battle cries we hear within various organizations.
On Ethics:
“It is OK to cheat, for profits’ sake”
versus
“Small, apparently harmless cheating leads to monstrous problems”
On Performance:
“I work as hard as I can whenever my boss is around or inspires me”
versus
“I am driven by my passion”
For every idea, there is a story that promotes it. We are constantly battling using
different stories to help learners “un-learn ” things.
Instructional Design Question
Our instructional design and development of lessons should start with
identifying the strongest idea and story we want to put forward in relation to the
content we want to teach.
So we ask basic design questions:
• What are the stories that promote a particular idea?
• What are the new ideas and what stories can
promote these new ideas?
Finding the right stories to battle with is a key design
consideration. It is the first step. The second step is how
to use them. We need to develop a counter idea or a
thought we wish to promote and build the stories to
support it.
Let me focus on how to find the stories that are most
important to battle with.
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Finding the
right stories to
battle with is
a key design
consideration.

Impact Stories – Those that Affect Performance
What are the characteristics of these stories?
Stories that impact performance are powerful stories that carry the ideas and
the beliefs with them. They are “memes ” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meme)
that are handed down by work and group practices. Oftentimes, these stories
are unquestioned and are accepted as truths.
Impact stories expresses experiences that control people’s or learners’
behaviors, thoughts, and beliefs. We can also refer to them as high-impact
stories or stories that impact performance. Different organizations and various
work aspects have their own impact stories.
Impact Stories Have Slogans
It is easy to detect impact stories because they have slogans attached to them.
Here are notable examples. Notice the slogans that accompany the impact
stories that we need to battle with:
•
•
•
•
•

Ethics: Cut corners, do not get caught
Sales: Customers always complain
Performance: It is OK to fail; befriend your boss
Safety: It is a “Cover Your Ass” thing (CYA)
Software: Let the user figure it out - trial and error

The above-mentioned examples seem to show the
negative aspects of our workplaces. The point is
that these types of stories are what we battle with
every day in a learning situation. They may be the
prevalent stories, but they can significantly erode or
weaken the positive content you wish to teach.
On the other hand, these are excellent examples of
impact stories (take note of the slogans) which we
hope to win the battle for:
•
•
•
•
•

Impact stories
express
experiences that
control people’s
or learners’ behaviors, thoughts,
and beliefs.

Ethics: This is a very ethical organization
Sales: Customers tell us how to be better
Performance: We adhere to the highest performance standards
Safety: It saves lives, families and makes good business sense
Software: We should make it easy to use

One might ask, however: How about ideas that are completely new? There
4 “Battle of Stories” - Instructional Design Approach
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might be no stories associated with them yet. This is a good question since
many of us design courses with new content. For example, the content might
be a novel data entry system that is being added into a software database - a
brand new software and method. Even in this case there is an impact story. The
learner’s current skill, past experiences and inclination to technology carry some
stories that often control behaviors and thoughts. These impact stories are so
ingrained in the learners so in the process we often think that they don’t exist.
Finding the Impact Stories
If we intend to wage a battle, we better identify the right ideas to support. This
sounds very familiar since we often see a lot of issues surrounding our wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan. I am reminded of an interview by NPR on the Pentagon
Papers during the Vietnam War. The researcher for the Pentagon Papers was
asked, why the war continued even with all the protests and body counts. He
answered: “Our leaders truly believed that losing a war and allowing North
Vietnam to occupy South Vietnam would cause a domino effect. And that
communism, belief systems of Russia and China,
would continue to drive more occupation to other
To win this “Battle
countries”.
In recent history, we were sold to the idea of WMD
or Weapons of Mass Destruction as one justification
to invade Iraq. Al Qaeda was a valid reason to occupy
Afghanistan. These are their stories. So strongly
embedded is the story in the minds of our leaders
that the stories of the protestors could not win the
“battle of stories”.

of Stories”, it is
critical to use the
right “gears”. . . we
better identify the
right ideas to support.

There are scientific and formal wayss, as well as
informal ways to find the stories to battle with.
To win this “Battle of Stories”, it is critical to use the right “gears”. To do this, we
need to scrutinize the impact stories and slogans that have brought about the
ideas and stories that the learners need to “un-learn”. Once these have been
gathered, it will be easier to battle with the ideas and create and design stories
that we can use to successfully teach to the learners.
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5 The Kernel of the Story and Experience Sharing
We learned from Aldo’s Knotty Knot illustration that learning and designing
are one and the same when employing stories and experiences. The craft in
designing story sharing, presentation, persuasion or communication is a skill not
only useful for instructional designers, developers and subject matter experts,
but is also a valuable skill for learners, mentors, facilitators, and leaders.
In this section we will use story sharing as a design approach for eLearning or
delivery of a learning content, might it be for eLearning, classroom, webinars,
presentations and communications.
In the Story and Experience Sharing Framework (Fig. 001) below, Content
is positioned at the center. Content can likewise be found in all different
Application spaces. This means that content may be developed by learners and
designers all over the spaces for Application.
Story and Experience Sharing Framework

Figure 001. Story and Experience Sharing Framework
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There are two parts of the Story and Experience Sharing Framework:
(I) Content Design and Delivery and (II) Application.
Part I: Content Design and Delivery
The Kernel of Story Content Design and Delivery consists of Set up, Relate,
Interpret and Apply.
Below is an overview of the concept which will be discussed in more detail in the
following chapters.
We coined this as SRIA:
• Set up – is raising expectations, inciting curiosity and provoking
reaction from the learner or receiver of the content. Set up prepares
the learner for what is to come next.
• Relate – is creating immediate connection of meanings between the
content and the context of the learner. Relate raises the immediate
relevance of the content.
• Interpret – is drawing the learner or receiver of the content into
involvement. It invites the learner to be part of the story and
conversations. Interpret helps the learners personalize the content.
• Apply – is bridging the gap of a thought into an action.
We will show you how SRIA interplays with the Story Structure and how we can
design and deliver our learning programs following a step by step model we
refer to as a “template”.
Interplay of SRIA and Story Structure

Illustration No. 02 SRIA & Story Structure
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There are 5 Models of Story Content Design and Delivery. Actually, there
are more than five models, but these ones are most prominent and easier
to execute. In this book, we will focus on the first five models. Scenario is a
subject of an entire book “Scenario-Based Learning Design” (2009, Ray Jimenez,
Ph.D.) The models employ SRIA as a core approach. They vary in execution and
implementation.
1. Baseline – usually used for content presentation.

2. Situational – when learners are asked at the end, to reflect on the
situations and allow them to interact. It employs vagueness of the
situation as its main interaction design.
Situational Model

3. Jolt – when the lesson is a dramatic focus on the crisis and jars the
learner’s point of view. This is used to create instant learning
moments.
Jolt Model

5 The Kernel of the Story and Experience Sharing
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4. Weave – when the Baseline and Situational models are weaved
together into and within the logical or factual content of the lesson.
The model uses story references as a method to connect factual
content to the story being employed.
Weave Model

5. Scenarios – when learners are put through a series of events (short
stories) and are encouraged to discover learning ideas by presenting
several layers of options, decisions, conflicts, and consequences.
This model fully utilizes the discovery approach.
Scenario Model

We will show you that the models consistently use the Story Structure, however
in varying forms and shapes.
Part II: Application
The Application part of the Story and Experience Sharing Framework pertains to
the activities and actions learners and designers do to contemplate and
apply the stories and content. Essentially, it allows learners to “do something”
to further transfer the learning ideas and stories into their own context. More
importantly, affect and make a shift in thinking, behavior and eventually
performance on the job.

18
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This is where the learner becomes a content designer. The products of their
applications become part of the sharing of stories which foster further learning
with peers and the community.
• Anthropologist – the learner collects idea artifacts and writes his/her
own learning experiences. It also allows the learner to add to and
share his/her own experiences. This is principally writing, like in a
journal, blog, assignment, reports, research paper, etc.

• Navigator – the learner creates maps to design schemas on how he/
she understands and shares his/her story and experiences.

• Painter – the learner paints or draws his/her stories to learn and
shares his/her stories.

• Pollster – the learner conducts research polls, surveys, analyses and
statistical activities to learn and study a subject and shares his/her
learnings and experiences.

5 The Kernel of the Story and Experience Sharing
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• Merlin – the learner acts as a mentor and coaches and assists
others, while in the process, he/she learns and shares his/her
experiences and stories.

• Artisan – the learner touches and manually completes projects like
prototypes, proof of concepts to put his/her learning in real form and
share his/her experiences.

• Accountant– the learner conducts and prepares financial reports and
data like quantitative learning impacts to share how he/she has
applied ideas in job performance.

The Kernel of the Story and Experience Sharing, Content Design and Delivery
and Application, work hand in hand in a dynamic and free flowing and open
environment to provide the learners and designers the opportunity to share
stories and experiences.
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6 Story Structure
To use stories in our learning design tasks, we face the challenge of
understanding both the Story Structure and the traditional instructional design
approaches.
For simplicity, we can think of a story as a curve and a typical lesson structure as
a line.

The essential Structure of a Story can be compared to that of the literary or
movie production model.
The 3-Act Structure shows the three essential parts. This uses the theater
model of story production.
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The 3-Act Structure is folded into the Dynamic Structure of a Story, shown in
the illustration above. The structure is also popularly known as the “Plot”.
Story Structure

The Dynamic Structure of a Story - which we will call Story Structure for
consistency - consists of these parts:
• Exposition – the introduction, opening scene; the material that
creates the tone, gives the setting, introduces the characters, and
supplies other facts necessary for understanding.
• Complication or Conflict – the struggle that grows out of the
interplay of opposing forces. It provides interest, crisis, suspense and
tension. At least one of the opposing forces is customarily a person.
This person, usually the protagonist, may be involved in conflicts in a
number of different kinds:
		
		
		
		
		

o
o
o
o
o

a struggle against nature
a struggle against another person, usually the antagonist
a struggle against society
a struggle for mastery by two elements within the person, or
a struggle against Fate or Destiny

• Rising Action – that part of the plot in which the entanglement
caused by the conflict of opposing forces is developed. It is the
tying of the knot that is to be untied in the resolution.
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• Climax – the highest point of dramatic action where the reader
makes the greatest emotional response. It is the turning point in the
action, the crisis at which the rising action reverses and becomes the
falling action.
• Denouement or Resolution –literally, where “unknotting” happens.
The final unraveling of a plot; the solution or outcome. It is usually
an ingenious untying of the knot of intrigue, involving not only a
satisfactory outcome of the main situation but a revelation of all the
secrets and explanation of misunderstandings connected with the
plot’s complication.
Instructional design and the Story Structure are very similar because both occur
in a straight line. One might argue that there is more to this than just the linear
approaches . However, the typical lesson emphasizes the mechanical process of
stating objectives, presenting the lesson and making an assessment of learning.
Typical Lesson Structure

We superimpose and see the opportunity for Story Structure and lesson
structure to work in the same “time span.” There is a beginning and an end.
There is also the content which is the crux of the lesson structure.

6 Story Structure
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Story Structure

Typical Lesson Structure

The importance of superimposing Story Structure and lesson structure here is
to demonstrate that we actually need both of these design structures in using
stories for learning design.
They actually work hand in hand, like a bow and arrow.
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7 The Elements of a Good Story - “El Bulli” Effect
For stories to be effective, there are elements that should be constantly present
and employed. A story alone without these elements taking place can be boring.
The elements have to be on fire.
Story Structure has to be on Fire – ala “El Bulli”
One of the things my family enjoys is our “gastronomy vacations.” We purposely
travel and visit very interesting places and taste the food. The last trip we had
was in the Napa Valley, California where we visited seven wineries and had
exquisite dining experiences at the French Laundry and Bouchon Restaurant.
There is one place I dream of visiting with my family in Spain, the El Bulli.
Elements of a Good Story
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El Bulli is known for being the leader when it comes to constant innovations in
food menu, preparation and execution. It has invented “foaming” and the use
of “hydrogen” to showcase food presentation.
Using Story Structure means constantly concocting the elements (ingredients) to
ensure that the quality is fresh and the experience is exhilarating.
The Story Elements cannot stay dormant. They have to be alive, on fire
and always being combined with each other; constantly tested to raise the
experience of the recipient- in our case, the learner.
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8 Keep Stories Alive in your Design
To always keep stories alive in your deisgn or when you want to find stories, ask
the following questions. This is your brainstoming guide.
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9 SRIA – Set up, Relate, Interpret and Apply: An Overview
Let us start by zooming in on the details of how we are to design and deliver
learning content using stories and experience sharing. To help illustrate and
facilitate the discussion clearly, let us review the SRIA model, the Story Structure
and use the “Baseline Model.”
Essentially, SRIA means this.
•
•
•
•

Set up: Anticipation and curiosity
Relate: Meaningful and usefulness
Interpret: Moving emotions
Apply: Making it applicable

The SRIA approach interplays with the Story Structure.
Interplay of SRIA and Story Structure
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An example of the SRIA Model is the short lesson on “Avoiding Burglary” in the
illustration below.
Avoiding Burglary

Evolving the SRIA Method
How did we arrive at the SRIA model? These are the steps and hypotheses (more
like a hodgepodge and accidental process) which we have tested and confirmed
with literature from different scientific and anecdotal sources.
Stories and Facts Support Each Other
We realized from experience that most training and learning programs today
are like straight lines (linear designs). They often have factual content and are
devoid of context. On the other hand, we realized that using stories in learning
bring in more results even as it shares the same intended purpose as those of
linear lessons. Hence in reality, stories help explain facts, which in turn support
the stories.

9 SRIA – Set up, Relate, Interpret and Apply: An Overview
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Overlay Linear Lesson with Story Structure to Show Time Continuum
We overlay the typical lesson structure with that of the Story Structure and we
observed that there are plenty of opportunities where we can combine facts and
stories within a time continuum. See the illustration below.
Story Structure

Typical Lesson Structure
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The SRIA functions effectively as a learning design and delivery method. After
numerous tests and feedback, we discovered that the SRIA gives us a handle on
how to incorporate the Story Structure into our otherwise linear and fact-based
learning designs. This is a big “aha” moment for us. The significant value is that,
now, we can repeat the process and share it with you as well - our colleagues
and clients. See the illustration below.
Story Structure

Typical Lesson Structure

Making It Easy to Use Stories in Learning Design
The discovery that we can actually transform our typical linear learning lessons
into story-based lessons makes the transition easier for many trainers, designers,
developers and leaders to apply and use Story Structures in learning design.
We hope this will cause more converts to wholeheartedly embrace the belief
that stories are powerful learning tools - realistically putting them into practice
and propagating it among peers and colleagues.

9 SRIA – Set up, Relate, Interpret and Apply: An Overview
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10 Set up: Spiral Wasteland of Learning Objectives
Most of our lives we live in anticipation of something positive and exciting: a
vacation, a graduation, a raise, a romantic rendezvous. At times, it’s an
inexplicable dread or fear of flying, crawling insects, obnoxious clients or even
bosses.
This is manifested in the most miniscule things as we go through our daily
activities. More often than not, we don’t really give it a lot of thought: looking
forward to a warm hug and a kiss, watching a movie, a TV series, enjoying a glass
of good wine, trying on a new dress or even stepping on a weighing scale after a
workout.
In essence, as humans, we are always looking forward to something - consciously
or unconsciously. This nature drives our motivation and why we do or don’t do
things. We are always in a State of Readiness.
We are constantly in a curious and anticipatory mood. We are wired for instant
gratification.
In formal learning environments, the trouble begins when we interrupt
the learner’s state of readiness. How? By injecting the idea of a
static or contractual learning objective or a goal will surely stunt that
readiness.
Charles Jennings talks about the tendency of
designers and trainers to be obsessed about
learning objectives rather than performance
outcomes. Most learning objectives are focused
on retention and not change in behavior or
performance results. Furthermore, learning
objectives parcel out knowledge as if knowledge
and learning can be subdivided into pieces.

(H)umans . . . are
always looking
forward to
something consciously or
unconsciously. . . This
nature drives our
motivation. . . We are
always in a State of
Readiness.

In many courses, it feels and seems like a legal
contract for the learner to complete some tasks.
These constraints are created by focusing on
learning objectives, which in turn create an
environment where learners are snatched away
from accessing the stories and experiences that help them find immediate
meaning to the content.

To illustrate, we take weight control as an example. It is a fact that controlling
our weight helps avoid coronary attacks or diabetes. But how many of us
anticipate or get excited about looking good, feeling great and enjoying the fun
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with our families and traveling when we retire? We ought to be more concerned
with the outcomes and benefits that impact our lives positively. The weight
control is only a means to achieve these.
In the compliance type of learning, specifically ethical behaviors, learners may
not fall in love with the letters of the law or the company policies or the
procedures in reporting whistle blowers. They may, however, easily understand
that complying with regulations and policies can bring them peace of mind, job
security, a sense of fairness and the confidence that they work for an ethical
company. On the other hand, they may also fear jail time, loss of income and
loss of the quality of their family lives.
Most statements of learning objectives stated in the learning and training design
do not register in the minds of the learner.
I had lunch with a trainer who implements a course on train-the-trainers and I
asked her “what is a good learning objective?”
She said a good learning objective should:
“State what the learners will learn or you want them to learn.
State the behavior you want to see the learners do or perform.
Furthermore, the objectives must be measurable.”
“But aren’t these the goals of the trainer and not of the learners’?”, I asked.
“We need to tell learners what they ought to learn”, she said.
At the very start of most of our learning and training designs we begin with a
factual statement on what learners should learn. This starts the death spiral of
the program, course, lesson or module.

10 Set up: Spiral Wasteland of Learning Objectives
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Spiral wasteland of learning objectives

Learners are disinterested in learning objectives that sound and appear like good
guides for the trainers to do their jobs.
Since the learners may be deemed disinterested from the start of page one of
the lesson, designers and trainers would say, “let’s add interaction and multimedia to get them ‘engaged’.“
Once commenced, the downward spiral continues. Unsure that learners pay attention to the lesson or if we find it difficult to get their attention, we proceed to
make sure we test them.
And the story goes on.
We can avert the downward spiral in our design by understanding that the
learner is already in a state of readiness. It requires very little effort to get them
to learn.
Craft and Skill
Is your learning design on the downhill spiral?
Can you sense the problem from page one of the lesson?
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11 Set up: Learners Seek Discovery Points
Do we then just throw away learning objectives?
The answer is yes, that is, if we continue to use it in such a way that it blocks the
learner’s state of readiness. Learning objectives can be preserved, however, if we
incorporate, integrate and weave them where they belong – as discovery points
for the learner.
Discovery points are similar to the ideas postulated in Contextual Learning.
According to Hull’s (1993) definition of contextual learning, learning occurs only
when learners connect information to their own frame of reference:
“According to contextual learning theory, learning occurs only when
learners process new information or knowledge in such a way that it
makes sense to them in their frame of reference (their own inner world
of memory, experience, and response). This approach to learning and
teaching assumes that the mind naturally seeks meaning in context--that
is, in the environment where the person is located--and that it does so
through searching for relationships that make sense and appear useful.”
(p. 41)
Furthermore, Karweit (1993) defines contextual learning as “learning that is
designed so that learners can carry out activities and solve problems in a way
that reflects the nature of such tasks in the real world.” Research supports the
effectiveness of learning in meaningful contexts (Carraher, Carraher & Schleimer,
1985; Lave, Smith & Butler, 1988).
In the illustration on discovery points, learners constantly seek out discovery
points. The discovery points are topic areas that are of interest to the learner at
that one point in time:
• Learner surrounded by many topics – he/she focuses on his/her own
interests
• Learner surrounded by one topic – he/she searches based on his/her 		
own interests
• Learner surrounded by no topic – he/she fills in his/her own interests
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Illustration: Discovery Points

The specificity of an objective or following a rigid sequence of learning does not
guarantee the learner’s attention to the content. The learner will always pay
attention to his/her own interests regardless of the different topic conditions.
Elliot Massie shared in one of his presentations in Learning 2010, how he
discovered that learners, specially, the nomadic or new generation learners,
prefer to have more control over the way they study content. The following was
his experience with a new team member:
“I was conducting an orientation program for a new team member and it was
a face to face orientation. The new team member asked me if I can provide her
instead a CD with the information I was covering during the orientation.”
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Curious about of this request, Massie asked, to paraphrase:
“Why do you need a CD?”
“The CD would be valuable so I can flip through the different sections and check
out areas I want to review, just in case I need it while on the job”, the new team
member responded.
In many of my workshops, when discussing learning objectives, I ask
participants,
“How many percent are you mentally present and following the
discussions during the workshop?”
Majority tell me, that they are mentally present in the session for only around
5% to 15% of the time. Their minds drift off and often do not follow the goingson in the workshop. Incidentally, the wandering mind is one measure that the
learner is learning.
This is a learner’s natural inclination to pursue his/her own discovery points.
So instead of sabotaging the state of readiness and pursuits of personal
discovery points, we need to present or state learning objectives in a manner
akin to the nature of learners.

11 Set up: Learners Seek Discovery Points
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12 Set up: Be a Manager, Go to Jail
In a previous business venture that I owned, we used
to run public seminars on employment laws. At the
height of the business, we had around 20,000
participants a year. But it was very challenging to keep
looking for good topics to sustain the seminars all
year round.
To continuously search for good and profitable
seminar topics, our editors, writers and I would often
attend U.S. Congress hearings just to anticipate and
understand employment laws governing employment
rules and regulations and package the information as
an attractive seminar promotion.

Objectives with
consequences,
both positive and
negative, become
clear discovery
points.

One personal learning stood out. Compare these two:
Version 1: Understanding Manager Responsibilities in Safety Violations
Version 2: Be a Manager, Go to Jail Law
Which topic do you think resulted to more registrations?
Many years ago, the California assembly passed a law penalizing managers for
the liability caused by safety violations. The law is still in effect today. In the first
version of the seminar promotions, we used the title “Understanding Manager
Responsibilities in Safety Violations.” Around 150 participants would register and
attend. In the next promotion, we used the title “Be a Manager, Go to Jail Law.”
This resulted to 500 registrations in each location.
What we learned is that:
Objectives with consequences, both positive and negative, become clear
discovery points.
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13 Set up: From Learning Objectives to Story Questions
“In the readiness state, the learners try to fill in the gaps in their minds.
Our job is to just nudge or push them a little.”

In the content and delivery designs that use story and experience sharing, one
of our main goals is to “Set up” the learner to focus on topics related to the
content we intend them to study. We do this by taking advantage of the learners’
state of readiness to pursue discovery points.
How do we accomplish this?
We ask learners Story Questions. The answers to these direct their focus on
the content for study.
The illustration on the next page is an example of a short lesson using Set up,
Relate, Interpret and Apply. Let’s zoom in on the Set-up section.
_________________________________
Topic		
Learner		
Type		
Approach

: Avoiding Burglary
: Store Shift Leader
: Procedures and Policies
: SRIA
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The topic is Avoiding Burglary in your store. The target learners are Retail Store
Managers.
The Story Questions are:
• How serious is the risk if a burglar breaks into your store?
• How does it impact the safety of people?
• How does it affect your company assets?
In traditional learning objectives, the statements may appear as:
At the end of this lesson, you will learn how to:
• Follow safe and secure procedures
• Contact the authorities in case of crisis
• Complete the incident report form
The Story Questions focus on the consequences. Learners pay more attention
to story questions because these help them to quickly identify the discovery
points, as these questions provide clearer images and reference points. The
Story Questions help learners to mentally fill in the gaps. Most of the time, this is
unconscious and instantaneous.
Learn the Craft
Follow these 4 steps and tips to set up learners and use story questions.
1. Illustration

Topic
Avoiding Burglary

Questions
How serious is the
risk if a burglar
breaks into your
store?

Anticipations/
Curiosity

Discovery
points

The learner could
mentally say: “This
is scary”, “I could
get hurt”, “I was
involved in a similar
situation and it was
life threatening.”

The learner
mentally asks the
questions: “How
can I avoid this
problem?”, “I don’t
want to repeat a
bad experience”, “ I
wonder what this is
about?”

13 Set up: From Learning Objectives to Story Questions
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2. Steps to Follow

Topic

Questions

Step 1
Step 2
Select a narrow and Ask a story question
short topic
that helps learners
connect a reallife consequence,
positive or negative,
that is related to
the planned topic
and learning objectives

Anticipations/
Curiosity

Discovery
points

Step 3
Test the question
by asking others
and yourself what
mental images,
feelings, emotions,
or experiences are
triggered by the
story question.

Step 4
Test the question
by asking others
and yourself if the
story question helps
learners to think
or feel something
about some related
issues concerning
the topic areas.

3. Tips to Remember

Topic

Questions

Anticipations/
Curiosity

Discovery
points

Topics are those
you select to have a
battle with – important and critical to
make a difference
in learning and
performance

Story questions
are always about
consequences of
real-life events and
experiences.

The responses are
more about emotions, feelings and
experiences rather
than analysis or
logical discussions.

The related issues
may not always hit
the bull’s eye and
may not directly
mention the topic
you planned for, but
they are approximately connected.

4. An Exercise
Test your craft. Look at the “Counseling” lesson and complete this form.
Counseling

Topic
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Questions

Anticipations/
Curiosity

13 Set up: From Learning Objectives to Story Questions

Discovery
points

_____________________
Topic		
Learner		
Type		
Approach

: Counseling
: Case worker interviewing
: Soft skills
: SRIA

Counseling

Learners only need a nudge. Use story questions and these will certainly lead
them to the discovery points, which are actually the objectives you have planned
for them to study.

13 Set up: From Learning Objectives to Story Questions
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14 Relate: Finding Meaning and Context
“There is order in the world; I just need to find myself in it.” - Ray
September 5, 2011, 4 a.m. while no one is at the beach. Zuma Beach, California.
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Avatar, Inception, Surrogates
Avatar, the movie, has been rated a great success in stirring the movie art form
towards an immersive, entertaining and some say, historic milestone in movie
making. Many discuss about the wonders of the technology that James Cameron
has invented.
My wife Marisu had the chance to have dinner with James Cameron and this is
what she shared with me. There was a discussion on the table about the new art
form (I wish I was invited. I was envious).

“Avatar is a great technological leap in movie making. It is not surprising,
however, that though the technology advances, the movie contains the same
theme of love, hate, violence, community, friendship, adventure – authentic
stories.”

14 Relate: Finding Meaning and Context
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We need a portal like the Avatar, to transport us from one world to another. This
is also true of movies like the Inception, Surrogates and Harry Potter.
Incidentally, the dinner was the eve of the Oscars. Sadly, Avatar did not get the
Oscar for “Best Picture”. The award went to The Hurt Locker, the movie directed
by James Cameron’s former wife, Kathryn Bigelow, who directed the movie,
and who also made history as the first woman ever to win in the Best Director
category.
The function of Set up is to help learners focus quickly on your topic. Relate is
where you help learners to find meaning and context in the topic you wish for
them to learn.
With a constant inundation of massive information in the workplace and in
their personal lives, learners are overloaded, bordering on being overwhelmed.
The biggest challenge is: how to help learners quickly find the meaning to the
content you want them to learn.
“Context means discovering the significance of the
stories and experiences, so the learners see the
content in their self-world view. When learners
perceive the content in the perspective of their
own realities , it is easier for them to appreciate
the usefulness and value of the content. Hence, it
will encourage them to apply and use the content.”
(Hull’s (1993) Karweit (1993)
We all live in different worlds. While this planet
itself is the whole world where we all live in, there
are “local” worlds which make up our workplaces,
communities, countries and families. Then there is
our self-world view which is our own perspective of
things.
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The self-world
view makes up
our understanding of the
things
around us. Our
understanding is
where our
context lies.

Learner’s Different Worlds

The self-world view makes up our understanding of the things around us. Our
understanding is where our context lies.
This explains why the study and use of stories and experiences can be very
complex considering that there are various layers of
contexts. The discussion even becomes more mindboggling when we factor in cultures, norms, laws,
Context is
nationalities, race and many others. In this book, we will
created when
modestly use the
previous or
essences of context to guide us to meet our goals of
incomplete
helping learners learn.
In our own local worlds, we understand things differently
from our peers, bosses, our clients and family members.
So the more we prepare the learning content as close
as possible to the self-world view of learners, the more
likely we can help them. But we can only achieve this
up to a certain point. The learner has to be the one who
completely uncovers meaning.

14 Relate: Finding Meaning and Context

stories are
locked in with
new stories,
thereby, adding
meaning.
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The Key: Locking-in Previous and Incomplete Stories with New Stories
In his book, Tell Me a Story (1990), Roger Schank explains that our minds consist
of stories, some complete and many incomplete. He says, we are perpetually
seeking, adding, revising, and indexing stories and we are constantly seeking
the completion of the incomplete stories. This is how our memory works. My
understanding is that stories have temporary meanings. Their meanings can be
revised and changed as we view different worlds. Incomplete stories do not have
full meaning to us and that is why humans are consistently engaged and driven
to complete these stories.
Context is created when previous or incomplete stories are locked-in with new
stories, thereby, adding meaning.
Previous or Incomplete Stories and the Continuation of Stories

If a co-employee mentions to you that the boss might be sacked because of
some improper actions, immediately you wonder how this impacts your job or
what is going to happen next. Or if a seminar topic is “Be a Manager, Go to Jail”,
one immediately wonders “I am a manager, but, I don’t want to go to jail.” This
sense of curiosity and questioning is our ability to find meaning to events or
things in our lives. In another chapter we will talk more about Contemplation as
a key part of the learning design using stories and experiences, because we need
to allow learners this time for sensing and finding meaning.
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15 Relate: Content and Learner’s Self-World View
In the example below, we expand the learner’s self-world view by adding more
context (or locks or connectors). You put the learner on the spot. Actually, you
put him/her on EDGE – so he/she responds immediately and sees the meaning
and context of the content.
“One day you come home and you see this man (see illustration below). What
would you do?”
In an instant, we appeal to the incomplete or previous story in the minds of the
learners and help them discern the meaning with the aid of the photo, the text
and the question.
_________________________________
Topic		
Learner		
Type		
Approach

: Avoiding Burglary
: Store Shift Leader
: Procedures and Policies
: SRIA
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In the second example below, the topic is “Counseling” and the target audience
are caseworkers, mental health professionals and those who work in employeeassistance programs and related fields.
“What would cause a person to change from a happy family man to taking
drugs?”
In the same fashion, we help the learners to reflect and understand the meaning
of “Counseling” by helping them discover why there is a need to ask questions
to learn more about the person using drugs.
_________________________
Topic		
Learner		
Type		
Approach
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: Counseling
: Case worker interviewing
: Soft skills
: SRIA

15 Relate: Content and Learner’s Self-World View

Learn the Craft
Follow these 3 steps and tips to relate your content to the learners’ context.
1. Illustration

Topic
Avoiding Burglary

Questions
“One day you come
home and see this
man (see photo).

Anticipations/
Curiosity
“What would you
do?”

Discovery
points
In the mind of
the learner: “I will
call the police”, “I
will blow my car’s
horn”, “I will not
go into my house”,
others.

2. Steps to Follow

Topic
Step 1
Select a situation,
event, character,
conversation, etc.,
that approximates
a related real-life
situation.

Questions

Anticipations/
Curiosity

Discovery
points

Step 2
Bring, connect
or transport the
learner into this
situation.

Step 3
Ask the learner
a question that
makes him/her
confirm he is in the
situation; draw the
learner into the
situation.

Step 4
Do a test. Ask yourself, is the learner
instantly making
sense or find this
meaningful?

3. Tips to Remember
Relate refers to adding meaning to a new story and content by presenting
or translating them into real-life experience. This may be events, people and
conversations. But relating to real-life situations is not sufficient on its own. The
real-life situation must have emotional aspects to them. To relate the technical
content to real-life meaning involves, for example, one or more of these
methods:

15 Relate: Content and Learner’s Self-World View
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Method

Examples

Citing unresolved
problems

Helps learners to focus on specific, meaningful and real-life conditions. Example: “John lost his left eye due to a furnace blast.
He used the wrong protective goggles.”

Using familiar and
personal experience

Helps learners to understand the content by finding a relevant
meaning in their personal lives. Example: “When was the last
time you had to work 24 hours to meet a timeline?”

Using visualization
and emotional
experiences

Helps learners imagine, picture in their minds and capture the
emotions of the content through a story, metaphor, examples,
illustrations and other organic methods. Example: “He touched
my shoulders, leaned on me, whispered in my ears and said ‘you
smell great’”, she sobbed while telling her story to the lawyers.

Ask brainstorming
questions

What is the mechanical and technical content? What is a
real-life problem situation that depicts the content? What can
learners easily relate to? What events are familiar to the learners? What stories and other form of organics help the learners
visualize and feel the emotions of the real-life situation?

Learners only need a nudge. Use story questions and they do discover the objectives you planned for them to study. You add new meaning and context to their
current stories.
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16 Interpret: The Turning Points and Perfect Moments
“Turning point” is a phrase commonly used to suggest that a major shift in our
lives, situations, events or such has occurred or needs to happen. We usually
hear it being used with the message that prior to the event considered to be a
turning point, there was something that needed to be changed – for the better.
It is a sequence of events before the needed turnaround , the change itself, and
then the present reality.
Turning Point is more appropriately used to refer to events in a person’s life,
while Tipping Point means collective turning points.
Turning points usually happen in the Story Structure in Rising Action and Climax.
					

The Interpret part of our SRIA model is where the turning point starts in the
minds of our learners.
It is at the turning point that the process of evaluating the information and story
begin to coalesce and take shape. The evaluation process is mostly unconscious
and is an inherent mental process. What paves the way for the turning point is
the tension and climax and the development of the story where our Set up and
Relate aspects have caused the learner to ponder and reflect on the story and
other related information. The evaluation process can either be instantaneous or
a series of miniscule and sporadic thought processes.
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Perfect Moments
“Life is a bitch, then we die.” But I would like to add, that we live for the
“perfect” moments in our lives – those particular moments when all conditions
seem perfect - where everything falls right into place. We relish and cherish
these moments.
Sunrise.
First date kiss.
Sincere gratitude from the boss.
Your child’s graduation.
Achievement of a worthwhile goal.
A Secret
What I am about to tell you is a little secret of mine in creating perfect moments.
Once a month, I wake up at 4:00 am and take a trip to the Los Angeles Flower
Mart. I always enjoy this, since it is a deliberate process of creating a perfect
moment of joy for a loved one.
I buy twelve dozen of roses, not one dozen, and carry them as if I will resell them
at my retail flower shop. I then drop by at my wife’s workplace, and leave it at
the front desk. By around 6:00 am, I am back at my office and start work.
I’ve been doing this for years now, for almost 25 years.
At around 9:00 am, I would get a call from my wife, with a big thank you. She
then sends me an email with the photo of the flowers.
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16 Interpret: The Turning Points and Perfect Moments

Flowers at the Flower Mart at 4:00 am

Photo from my wife, Marisu, taken from her mobile phone.

16 Interpret: The Turning Points and Perfect Moments
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The Interpret part of SRIA is bringing the learners to
turning points and perfect moments.
Incidentally, the ladies at my wife’s office tell my
wife that their husbands say:
“Ray makes us look bad.” (Smile).
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16 Interpret: The Turning Points and Perfect Moments

The Interpret part of
SRIA is bringing the
learners to turning
points and perfect
moments.

17 Interpret: Update our Understanding of the Brain
In the book “Mother of all Minds”, author Dudley Lynch (2003), says our idea of
human nature is outdated. This undeniably/indisputably needs to be updated.
In the Interpret moment of the SRIA, the brain does the following super-fast
transformation of information into stories. The learner undergoes an
evaluation process in his mind.
Unconsciously, the brain does these actions below in rapid-fire (in synapses):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processing
Adjusting
Revising
Comprehending
Assigning structure
Creating maps
Assigning meanings
Making semantic and pragmatic sense
Framing
Inferring
Evaluating
Constructing mental images
Filling gaps
Anticipating
Digesting
Arriving at insights
Planning next moves
And many others

All these appear like conscious efforts and logical steps. In reality, they are
largely unconscious. Learning, in its essence, is mostly an unconscious process.
This might be a surprise for designers who emphasize on memorization and
testing. The learner must be almost drugged to be fully awake to memorize
things. In story sharing, stories make it easy for the unconscious mind to help
learners learn and retain information (Kendal Haven, “Story Proof” (2007).
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The evaluation process rapidly happens as
numerous connections are established with
previous, incomplete stories and new stories. This
is what Schank (1990) had in mind. Our persistent
pursuit for discovery points begins to pay off at the
Interpret part.
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17 Interpret: Update our Understanding of the Brain

Our persistent
pursuit for discovery points begins
to pay off at the
Interpret part.

18 Interpret: Nudging Learners to Evaluate – Design Approach
In the example below, “Where is my blood?”, we show Set up, Relate, Interpret
and Apply in action. Rapidly read through and then ruminate - pay attention
to how your brain processes as you get to the Interpret question. What do you
think is happening?
_____________________
Topic		
Learner
Type
Approach

: Where’s my Blood?
: Clinician, Doctor, Nurse, Quality Control Staff
: Technical
: SRIA
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When the learners look at the Interpret part, what do they instantly and
unconsciously say to himself/herself?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What went wrong here?
What do I need to fix?
Who caused this issue?
How do I help the client?
My job is on the line – not me?
The label is a mismatch.
This is the first time I have seen this label.
Again this happens.
Darn. This will be bad.
And a multitude of ways …

Let us review the other examples from previous SRIAs.
_________________________________
Topic		
Learner
Type		
Approach

: Avoiding Burglary
: Store Shift Leader
: Procedures and Policies
: SRIA

In the above illustration, we are pointing the learner to the situation and
nudging him to make the evaluation.
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18 Interpret: Nudging Learners to Evaluate – Design Approach

_____________________
Topic		
Learner		
Type		
Approach

: Counseling
: Case Worker Interviewing
: Soft Skills
: SRIA

Again, in the Interpret part, after deducing the story, the learner begins to process the information and starts converting the story into his own
self-world view.

18 Interpret: Nudging Learners to Evaluate – Design Approach
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19 Interpret: The Key is Conversation with Oneself
Do you find yourself having a conversation with yourself? We do this often.

We talk to ourselves a lot.
And we answer back.
Although we seem not to answer ourselves (because
we would look insane or foolish in a public place), we
actually answer ourselves back unconsciously. We also
call this contemplation, rumination, reflections, etc.
Our self-conversations always start with questions. Just
like our conversation with others, it is sustained by a
continuous process of questions, answers,
questions, answers and so on.
By now you notice that all the SRIAs are all questiondriven. Questions are unconscious evaluation
processes. Continuous questions and answers lead to
resolution, discovery and application.
The key is to help learners ask questions that lead to
processing the content information and making the
content part of the story.
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The key is to
help learners
ask questions
that lead to
processing the
content information and
making the
content part of
the story.

To illustrate:
Question :
What could you have done to prevent this from happening?
Answer:
“I can install the lock tomorrow.”
“I should make sure my insurance covers this.”
“I should review our safety procedures.”
As you can see, the answers to the questions begin to show that learners are
connecting the Story Structure with the fact, information and content you
want them to learn or discover.
Learn the Craft
Follow these 4 steps and tips to help learners “have a conversation with themselves”.
1. Illustration

Topic
Avoiding Burglary

Questions
What could you
have done to
prevent this from
happening?

Anticipations/
Curiosity
The learner could
mentally say:
“What do I do?”,
“I can install locks
tomorrow”, “Better
check if my alarm
still works”, etc.

19 Interpret: The Key is Conversation with Oneself

Discovery
points
The learner mentally answers
questions:
“Hmmm.. I better make sure our
insurance covers
this.”
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2. Steps to Follow

Topic

Questions

Step 1
Step 2
Select a narrow and Ask a story quesshort topic
tion that helps
learners to evaluate (unconsciously,
consciously),
and answer his/her
questions.

Anticipations/
Curiosity

Discovery
points

Step 3
Test the question
by asking others
and yourself what
mental images,
feelings, emotions,
or experiences are
triggered by the
story question.

Step 4
Test the question if
this links to related
content, information, facts and data,
for the learner to
start converting
them as part of the
story.

Discovery
points

3. Tips to Remember

Topic

Questions

Anticipations/
Curiosity

Topics are those
you selected to
have a battle with
– important, critical
to make a difference in learning
and performance.

Story questions
nudge learners
to evaluate the
situation and make
decisions.

The evaluation processes can be done
in several ways and
forms.

The learner begins
to use the content
you want them to
learn or discover.

4. An Exercise
Test your craft. Look at the “Counseling” lesson and complete this form.
Counseling

Look at the “If there is Booze” lesson and complete this form.
If there is Booze – Interpret
_____________________
Topic		
Learner
Type
Approach
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: If there is Booze
: Leader, Staff
: Soft Skills, Compliance
: Situational

19 Interpret: The Key is Conversation with Oneself

Task: Preview the accompanying link to this book and play the vignett on “If
there is Booze”. Find the discovery point in the story, identify the questions and
the answers that are triggered in your mind as discovery points.

Topic

Questions

Anticipations/
Curiosity

19 Interpret: The Key is Conversation with Oneself

Discovery
points
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20 Apply: Ask the Learners to Apply in Their
Own Real-Life Situations
To further engage the learner and strengthen the learning process, ask the
learners to apply their understanding of the story and content in their own lives.
This process is either a thinking or an action process. By applying the solution
to a problem or the learning discovery into their real-lives, the learners satisfy
themselves that indeed they discovered the meaning of the story and content. If
not, learners will go back to interpret the story again and will try to understand
it further.
Applying the ideas helps in retention of the knowledge, but even more
important is the immediate usefulness of the ideas. The usefulness of the
discovery helps learners recognize the immediate value of the content in their
own lives. To help the learners’ apply the story and content, one or more of
these methods would work:
• Reflecting on the application – this helps the learners reflect on how
they can apply the solution in their own lives.
Example: “Why is this case useful to you?”
Learners satisfy
• Applying in a personal case – this helps the
learners apply the solution in a very specific
personal case. Example: “Select a situation at
work where you can apply your solution.”

themselves that
indeed they
discovered the
meaning of
the story and
content.

• Responding to a similar story – this helps
the learners apply the solution in another
related or similar story. Example: “In the related
story where John and Martha had the same
disagreement, and where John, in this case, terminated Martha, how
would you apply the ideas that you learned?”
• Applying in off-line activity – this helps the learners extend the
learning into a specific work project. Example: “Go offline and have
a conversation with your boss. Ask him: ‘How would handle this
situation?’”
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In the example below, “Where is my blood?”, we show Set up, Relate,
Interpret and Apply in action. The learner is being asked to review and
check out the software application to make sure the information found
in the blood container corresponds to the software data.
Topic		
Learner
Type
Approach

: Where’s my Blood?
: Clinician, Doctor, Nurse, Quality Control Staff
: Technical
: SRIA

20 Apply: Ask the learner to apply in their own real-life situations
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In the illustration below, we are asking to respond to a situation to help them
apply the ideas.
_________________________________
Topic		
Learner
Type		
Approach
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: Avoiding Burglary
: Store Shift Leader
: Procedures and Policies
: SRIA

20 Apply: Ask the learners to apply in their own real-life situations

_____________________
In the example below, we are asking the learner to have a self-check on how he/
she would respond to actual real-life situations.
Topic		
Learner		
Type		
Approach

: Counseling
: Case Worker Interviewing
: Soft Skills
: SRIA

20 Apply: Ask the learners to apply in their own real-life situations
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21 Apply: Make Technical Training Story-Based
Most technical training and eLearning programs are boring, dry and are difficult
for the learners to retain or even understand the meaning, thereof.
These types of content listed below are challenges to our imagination. How do
we make them engaging and help the learners learn?
Legalese
Compliance rules
Tech terms
Specifications
Procedures
References
and many others
The answer to this challenge is to the make technical type of content storybased.
The SRIA Model helps focus the learner on real-life
applications of the technical information.
It would help learners if we present a story, a case or
a real-life event before we ask them to memorize the
technical information.
In the illustration below, ask the learners to search for
the problems in the blood package before asking them
to learn and watch a presentation on the software
application.
What seems to be the
problem with the
blood information?
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Let’s check the data in
the software.

Learners
remember
technical
information
when these
are associated
with meaningful
real-life vents.

In the example below, ask the learner to check out a real storyrelated problem first, then let them explore and learn the policies and
procedures.

21 Apply: Make Technical Training Story-Based
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22 Apply: Process and Tips
To prepare the Apply aspect of SRIA, follow the illustration and step-by-step process
shown below.

1. Illustration

Topic
Avoiding Burglary

Questions

Anticipations/
Curiosity

Discovery
points

You are the last
person to close the
store? It’s midnight
and you must throw
the garbage into
the bin at the dark
alley back of the
store.

The learner could
mentally say:
“What steps help
to protect myself
yet follow company
policies and procedures?”

The learner mentally answers
the questions:
“Hmmm.. there are
steps to follow to
be safe.”

What do you?
1. Turn on the
lights.
2. Wait for the
following morning.
3. Call your supervisor to ask not
to dispose of the
garbage.
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2. Steps to Follow

Topic

Questions

Step 1
Step 2
Select a narrow and Ask questions to
short topic
help learners apply
the ideas in their
real-life settings.

Anticipations/
Curiosity

Discovery
points

Step 3
Test the question
by asking others
and yourself if the
learner is helped to
visualize or enact a
real-life situation to
apply his/her ideas.

Step 4
Test the question if
this links to related
content, information, facts and data,
for the learner to
start converting
them as part of the
story.

Anticipations/
Curiosity

Discovery
points

3. Tips to Remember

Topic
Topics are those
you selected to
have a battle with
– important, critical
to make a difference in learning
and performance.

Questions
Application questions challenge
learners with
real-life and work
related situations.

22 Apply: Process and Tips

The application can
be done using alternative methods
other than the standardrd test methods for scenarios.
The key is the type
of application; the
method is simply a
tool.

The learner begins
to use the content
in his/her work or
real-life situation.
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23 Apply: Brainstorming and Examples
Brainstorming questions
How do you ask the learner to apply the story, content and solution in their
personal lives? What is a related story to which you can ask learners to apply the
content and solution?
Now, let’s look at some examples.

Example 1 - Sales Training
To close a sale you need to know what the customer needs. Understanding the
their needs helps you offer the right product or solution. The more you know
the customer’s need, the more you close the sale.
The story: Would you buy from a salesperson if he does not know what you
need?
What’s the worst thing that can happen?
How would knowing the need of the customer help you close more sales?
Reflect for a moment. Which content helps you immediately relate to real-life
situation?

Example 2 - Cashier Training
Scan each product correctly to get an accurate record of the sale and update the
inventory. A mistake is very costly for the company because of excess inventory
and wrong forecasting in production.
The story: The delivery driver complains – “I just delivered 100 cases of product
X, but you still have 100 cases available, on hand? Why did you over-order?”
What likely happened in this situation?
What would you do to avoid the problem?
Reflect for a moment. Which content helps you to immediately relate to a
real-life situation?
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Example 3 - Leadership Training
An effective leader has integrity and can be trusted. The leader who is
trustworthy builds a bond with his team members.
The story: How do you feel about a leader in whom you can not confide your
personal concerns?
For team members to confide in the leader, what must the leader possess?
How do you build integrity and become trustworthy?
Reflect for a moment. Which content helps you to immediately relate to a
real-life situation?
In the above examples, we used the common patterns for questions?
Using quesitons is a basic technique in engaging the learners.

Example 4 - Leadership Training
An effective leader has integrity and can be trusted. The leader who is
trustworthy builds a bond with his team members.
The story: It has been rumored that Dana was fired because Peter, her boss,
reported to HR and legal that Dana had misused her company credit card. “I
trusted Peter and I was asking for his advice”, Dana said. Dana was cleared of the
allegations and kept her job. What do you think happened in this case?
What happened to the trust between Dana and Peter?
If you are Peter, why is it important to preserve the trust between you and Dana
and how would you go about preserving this trust?

23 Apply: Brainstorming and Examples
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Whether you are creating eLearning courses for compliance, technical, soft skills, procedures or
on-boarding, Vignettes is able to assist you to convert your programs into effective, meaningful and
engaging learning experiences.
Our methods and approach
This is how we approach the development process.
Analyze Content
Your content have points of emphasis which you desire your learners to learn. Although Subject Matter
Experts (SME) say “all” content must be learned, we believe, your program must focus on the “mustlearns.” The primary step is to decipher your content and discover the critical aspects identified as
“application points” – the areas you want to ensure that learners learn, assimilate and apply after going
through the eLearning program.
Discover Story Elements
With the “application points” established, we map them with story elements that are associated with
real-life events. We will help you discover stories and experiences that connect quickly and help the
learner find the immediate meaning of content application directly relevant to job performance. We will
use “conversation mapping techniques”, “event-trigger analysis”, and “learning peaks discovery”. We will
then build an organic story-based or scenario map.
Convert Content
We will assist you in creating pages, images, multimedia and interactions for your program that translate
to living experiences for your learners, using the story-based or scenario map. Leveraging the
“embedding method” will enable “application points” to be ingrained in the story and scenario maps.
This process helps produce a seamless and wholly integrated learning experience. Learners will hardly
notice that they are engaged, learning and having fun.
Production
Vignettes will produce and convert your program into an eLearning format using your preferred authoring
software and leveraging it along with multimedia tools to deliver an enthralling eLearning course.

Contact Us – Request for free examples, demos and eBook on “Story Impacts” For more information,
please send a message. Please type in your message the words “request services”:
http://vignetteslearning.com/vignettes/contactus.php

Thought leaders in Story-based and Scenario design – our experts and designers have conducted
research and pushed the boundaries to make eLearning a truly effective learning medium.
Creativity is our passion – developing eLearning with stories and scenarios means we use
multi-disciplinary methods and talents. We have script writers, story tellers, multimedia
experts from both the learning and entertainment worlds.
Faster, better and affordable – contrary to common belief, we produce faster and better
story-based and scenarios because of our specialized approach. Our library of reusable systems, tools
and templates shortens the process and cut costs.

Contact Us – Request for free examples, demos and eBook on “Story Impacts” For more information,
please send a message. Please type in your message the words “request services”:
http://vignetteslearning.com/vignettes/contactus.php

Contact Us – Request for free examples, demos and eBook on “Story Impacts” For more information,
please send a message. Please type in your message the words “request services”:
http://vignetteslearning.com/vignettes/contactus.php

